FIGURE 1: Twin conics of the triplicate ratio circle and the Brocard circle
(p(q + r -p), q(r + p -q), r(p + q -r)). The construction of the triplicate ratio circle (also known as the Lemoine circle) and the Brocard circle is replicated but starting with the circumcentre 0 rather than the symmedian point K. It is found that the triplicate ratio circle is then replaced by a conic cutting internally each side of ABC twice and having centre X the midpoint of OK. The Brocard circle is replaced by a conic passing through 0 and K and also having centre X the midpoint of OK. These we define as the twin conics.
In detail they are defined as follows: Lines parallel to the sides of a triangle ABC are drawn though its circumcentre 0 (rather than K as in the case of the triplicate ratio circle and the Brocard circle) meeting the side BC in D and If, meeting the side CA in E and E' and meeting the side AB in F and F, so that FE is parallel to BC, IfF is parallel to CA and E'D is parallel to AB. See Figure I . We prove that the six points D, E, F, If, E', F lie on a conic (the twin of the triplicate ratio circle). Its centre is X the midpoint of OK, which is also the centre of the triplicate ratio circle. 
Analysis of the twin conic of the triplicate ratio circle
The line through 0 parallel to BC has an equation of the form
where s must be chosen so that the line passes through O. The appropriate value ofs is This line therefore has equation
This line meets CA at E with coordinates (x, y, z) where
And it meets AB at F with coordinates (x, y, z) where
Similar analysis provides coordinates of IY on BC, which are (x, y, z) where
And the coordinates of F on AB are (x, y, z) where
Similarly the coordinates of Don BC are (x, y, z) where
And the coordinates of E' on CA are (x, y, z) where
The conic through D, E, F, IY, E', F and its centre
This has the form
where, from the coordinates in section 2, we find
In terms of u, v, w, I, g, h the centre of the conic (10) has coordinates (x, y, z), where It may now be checked that this is the point X, the midpoint of OK. The midpoint of the line joining two points has coordinates that are half the sum of the normalised coordinates of the two given points. To be normalised coordinates must be adjusted so that their sum is unity and so resulting coordinates of the midpoint are then automatically normalised.
Analysis of the twin conic of the Brocard circle
The equation of DE is
The equations of EF and FD may be written down from (2) by cyclic change of x, y, z and a, b, c. It may now be verified that the equation of the line through B parallel to
The equation of the line through C parallel to EF and the line through A parallel to FD may be obtained from (3) by cyclic change of x, y, z and a, b, c. The line through C parallel to EF and the line through B parallel to DE and the line through A parallel to FD all pass through the point W with coordinates
Similarly the line through A parallel to IfE', the line through B parallel to E' F' and the line through C parallel to F'If all pass through the point W' with coordinates w,(_I_, _1_, _1_).
These lines meet at L with coordinates
Note that L also lies on EF'.
Similarly Mhas coordinates
Note that M also lies on FD'. Similarly N has coordinates
r(p +q -r»).
Note that N also lies on DE'. That L, M, N lie on the three given lines is also the case in the parallel construction of the Brocard circle.
The diagrams illustrating the construction of the triplicate ratio circle and the Brocard circle are shown for comparison in Figure 2 . In this figure triangle LMN is called the first Brocard triangle.
The conic through W, W', L, M, N
The conic through W, W', L, M, N has the form of(1) where
It may now be checked that this conic passes through 0 and K and also has centre X, the midpoint of OK. This conic we have therefore termed the twin conic of the Brocard circle. However, it is not merely the construction that mirrors that of the Brocard circle, but the fine detail also. Let us therefore look at the actual equation of the Brocard circle. Its form is again that of (1) 
As one can see one moves from the Brocard circle to its twin by replacing Though we do not give the algebraic details here it is clear that other points on the Brocard circle will have counterparts on the twin conic, points such as the vertices of the second Brocard triangle.
The conjugation
For the above process to be termed a conjugation we have to be sure that if Y goes to Z in the conjugation then Z goes to Y. Suppose then that
we must see what happens if we work out
In fact
and, since we are dealing with homogeneous coordinates, the common factors may be eliminated, leaving (j, g, h). And so in the analysis in Section 5 we see that 0 and K are conjugates.
The work given in this article may be extended to other conics and their twin partners when one uses the construction started by drawing parallels. For example, with regard to the inner conics, there will be an I-conic using the construction starting with the incentre I which will pass through the Mittenpunkt Mi, and there will be a twin Mi-conic starting with the Mittenpunkt which will pass through the incentre and both will have centres the midpoint of the segment IMi. They will both be conics in which the points are related to each other by the conjugation (a, b, c) to   (a(b + c -a), b(c + a -b), c(a + b -c) ). Similarly the outer conics will be twins and their points too will be related by the conjugation.
I am grateful to the referee for numerous suggestions for improving this article.
